Kohler rialto parts diagram

Not sure which model toilet you have? Try looking under the toilet tank lid or inside of the toilet
tank. Click here for many colored seats that fit Kohler Rialto toilets. As with any conversion or
"will fit" replacement kit, you might need to make slight adjustments for the unit to function
exactly like your original valve did. For the fill valve, you simply turn the adjustment screw
counterclockwise to raise the water lever or clockwise to lower the water level. You may need to
flush the toilet and keep turning either way until the water level in the tank matches the line on
the flush valve overflow tube. If you're not sure where to find the adjustment screw or water
level, view our handy parts diagram. If I purchase a 1B1X fill valve separately should I order the
one with a diverter or without a diverter? If your toilet fill valve currently has a diverter, we
believe you should purchase a 1B1X with a diverter. Older toilets came with 1B1X fill valves
without a diverter. The diverter assembly was invented as a water saving device for the 1B1X fill
valve and was added in later years after stricter laws regarding water saving toilets came into
effect. When properly installed, the diverter assembly allows water to flow into the bowl and the
tank at the same time. As the water in the tank reaches a certain level, the float on the diverter
assembly closes off the water flowing into the bowl and diverts that water so it flows into the
tank instead. The extra flow of water into the tank then helps fill the tank quicker causing the
float ball to rise and turn off the fill valve completely. Without a diverter, the 1B1X fill valve will
continue to flow water to the bowl the entire time the tank is filling up. The 1B1X conversion kit
was designed by Kohler to upgrade their older toilets to be more water saving. For our
customers' convenience, we often list both the model number and the tank number of the
Kohler toilets we offer parts for. If you already know your model number, that's great - but
oftentimes this information won't be available to you. What you'll need to do then is look for the
TANK number, which is right where you'd expect it to be on the inside of your toilet tank. Grab a
flashlight, carefully remove your tank lid, place your lid somewhere safe, and look around inside
your toilet tank for a 4-digit number beginning with either a 3 or a 4. Certain specialty toilets
may have a 5-digit number starting with a 1. The number will be either molded into the porcelain
or stamped on in blue or black ink. This is your tank number and you can use it to find the parts
you need to fix your toilet. Kohler offers many variations of almost all their toilet models, and
has experimented in the past with many different features. If your model number is followed by
letters, those usually have different meanings to indicate the features of your toilet or will
indicate that you have a specialty Artist Edition toilet. Plumbing Terms. View Cart. Toggle
navigation Help View Cart Contact. Looking for replacement or repair parts for your Rialto
toilet? We have just what you're looking for at PlumbingSupply. Kohler toilets should last for
many years, and with proper care they will. Replace your worn out flush valve or flapper with
one from our selection below. Looking for additional Kohler parts? Click here. View Kohler
Toilet Parts by Series. Need a new toilet seat? We offer color-matching toilet seats for almost all
the Kohler colors below! Have questions about toilet parts or toilet repair? All Rights Reserved.
Discontinued see below. Enter a quantity and. Flush Valve Kit - OLD STYLE - Includes flush
valve , flapper , washer , screws , mounting lugs - Compare old style and new style flush valves
Please Note : If your toilet has a triangle hole in the tank then you must also order the GP flush
valve gasket to be used instead of the red flush valve washer that is included with the K flush
valve. The GP flush valve gasket must be installed with the larger flat surface facing toward the
tank opposite of the way the red gasket is shown on the flush valve. Discontinued Use above.
Plunger Repair Kit - Replaced by "Will Fit" Please Note : Large O-ring may fit tight and may need
to be slightly stretched out using both hands no tools in order to be installed. Additionally, the
plunger repair kit has been discontinued. The "will fit" replacement plunger is completely round.
If your original plunger has a flat edge like this , the replacement plunger will NOT fit with your
existing top assembly. Bolt Cap - White - click here for more color options. Complete Diverter
Assembly - Includes diverter body, screw and float screw and float available separately below.
Flush Valve Seal replaced by WF Flush Valve Gasket for toilets with triangle hole. Fill Valve
Assembly - Includes fill valve, riser sub assembly, coupler nut, O-ring, flow regulator, washer,
service kit, seal - Replaces old Seat Anchor Kit - tools, replacement anchors and instructions for
replacing damaged seat anchors. Flush Valve Assembly - Includes flapper , gasket Toilet
Flapper - Replaced by GP Bolt Caps - White - Click here for more color options. Water-Guard
toilet flushing system - Old flush system that has long been discontinued. Bedpan lugs or a
Pressure Lite flush system - Both older features that have been discontinued. Tank locking
system vandal-resistant feature usually on commercial toilets. For our customers' convenience,
we often list both the model number and the tank number of the Kohler toilets we offer parts for.
If you already know your model number, that's great - but oftentimes this information won't be
available to you. What you'll need to do then is look for the TANK number, which is right where
you'd expect it to be on the inside of your toilet tank. Grab a flashlight, carefully remove your
tank lid, place your lid somewhere safe, and look around inside your toilet tank for a 4-digit

number beginning with either a 3 or a 4. Certain specialty toilets may have a 5-digit number
starting with a 1. The number will be either molded into the porcelain or stamped on in blue or
black ink. This is your tank number and you can use it to find the parts you need to fix your
toilet. Kohler offers many variations of almost all their toilet models, and has experimented in
the past with many different features. If your model number is followed by letters, those usually
have different meanings to indicate the features of your toilet or will indicate that you have a
specialty Artist Edition toilet. Plumbing Terms. View Cart. Toggle navigation Help View Cart
Contact. Not sure which Kohler toilet you have? Take a look at the models pictured below, and
select an image. The parts you need for that toilet are just a click away! Simply click on any of
the images below to find parts schematics for that Kohler toilet. We at PlumbingSupply.
Alouette Tank: KNA. Bancroft Tank: K Barrington Tank: K Bolton Model: K Bolton Tank: K
Cabernet Model: K Calabria Tank: KCL. Cayuga Tank: K Champlain Model: K Cimarron Model: K
Cimarron Tank: K Confidente Tank: K Couture Tank: K Devonshire Model: K Devonshire Tank: K
Fleur Tank: K Folio Tank: K Gabrielle Model: K Highline Tank: K Highline Peacekeeper Tank: KX.
Iron Works Historic Tank: K Iron Works Tellieur Tank: K Kathryn Model: K Kathryn Tank: K
Laureate Model: KPD. Leighton Tank: K Loon Tank: K Memoirs Model: K Memoirs Tank: K
Northline Tank: K Palarre Model: K Persuade Tank: K Pheasant Tank: KPH. Pillow Talk Model: K
Pinoir Tank: K Placid Model: K Pompton Model: K Portrait Tanks: K Portrait Tank: K Rialto
Model: K Rochelle Model: K Rosario Model: K Rosario Peacekeeper Model: KX. San Martine
Model: K San Miguel Model: K San Raphael Model: K Santa Rosa Model: K Saree Model: KS1.
Serif Tank: K Trocadero Model: K Vintage Model: K Wellesley Tank: K Wellington Tank: K
Wellworth Tank: K Wellworth Lite Tank: K Wellworth Eco Lite Tank: K Need a new toilet seat?
We offer color-matching toilet seats for almost all the Kohler colors below! All Rights Reserved.
Water-Guard toilet flushing system - Old flush system that has long been discontinued. Bedpan
lugs or a Pressure Lite flush system - Both older features that have been discontinued. Tank
locking system vandal-resistant feature usually on commercial toilets. Shopping Cart. Submit
Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved
shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Kohler Toilet Parts. Continue Shopping Proceed to
Checkout. Accessories for the Kohler K How can replace next step toilet cover. Moon for model
number K asked on Hello Moon, Thank you for the question. Checking the model number, the
only cover listed is the tank cover. The cover just sits onto of the tank. Hope this helps! Related
Parts: Tank Cover. Did this question help you? Yes No. Which nut holds the seat on the base? I
can't get the screws out of the toilet seat cover. They just turn but do not come out. Any
suggestions? Screws do not go through the base and exit on the bottom. Shirley Clary for
model number K Rialto toilet asked on Hi Shirley, there is a nut underneath the screw you will
have to remove before removing screws. You can find a picture by looking up the installation
manual. Thank you for your question and good luck with your repair! I need all of the
replacement parts for the tank of my toilet model k please send me a list with the cost, Thank
you. Barbara for model number K asked on Hello, Thank you for your question. Looking at your
model number we have a parts list for the available parts. We are looking forward to hearing
from you. My toilet bowl cover screws were rusted, do you have a parts kit for this? Please help.
Heracleo for model number K asked on Hello Heracleo, thank you for your inquiry. The part you
described does not appear in the parts list for this model. Please reach out to Kohler at 1
directly to obtain the part number you need to order. Once you have this information, please
feel free to check back with us for pricing and availability information. Thank you. Ask a
question. Ask our experts a question about this part and we will respond as soon as we can.
Join our VIP email list to receive money-saving-advice and special discounts. Model Number
Recommended. Submit your question. Thank you for your question! Our experts will get back to
you as soon as they can. Ask Another Question. Continue Shopping. Sign up. Thank you! Your
email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email to our mailing list.
Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Skip to main content of
results for "kohler rialto toilet parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping.
Amazon's Choice for kohler rialto toilet parts. Kohler 1B1X Conversion Kit. Get it as soon as
Sat, Feb Kohler Fill Valve. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Kohler Flush Valve. Kohler
Replacement Part. Kohler Fill Valve Service Kit. N
glc owners manual
car repair manuals australia
mazda gilbert
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon

Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

